	
  

>>>INTRODUCTION______________________________
This 14-day journey of walking out on worry is a great first step on getting our lives
back. Instead of considering worry as our constant companion, our goal is to envision
a confident future of concern instead of worry.
Here are a few things to consider while going through this 14-day journey:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give every day’s lesson a try.
Go through the guide with others, as much as it makes sense.
Share your journey through social media, using the hashtag #ictworryfree.
Do the best you can and give yourself some slack.

>>>DAY 1____________________________________
This morning, we heard of the great opportunity that Jesus gives us to not let our
worries get the last word. That being a person who worries does not have to be our
great identity.
Let’s be honest, messages like this can be overwhelming; some of us are black belts at
worrying. To imagine a life without chronic worrying with our lives may be a bit too
much to consider, at this point.
The first step in walking out of worry is to name the big worry that casts a shadow over
our lives.

GO AHEAD AND NAME IT.
As we name the “giant” in our soul, it tends to help the anxiety begin to shrink. In
private, the worry is allowed to reign free, to spook us. When it is named, it begins to
lose its space and we begin to have moments of clarity and creativity to make
changes.
So, it is time to name the fear. To bring it to God and begin to ask God to help you see
your way to freedom.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

>>>DAY 2___________________________________
Read- 1 Peter 5:7 – “Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.”
We tend to worry because it empowers us during uncertain times. If we can’t control
what happens around us, our energy expended in worrying provides us a false security
that “at least we are doing something.”
C.S. Lewis said something similar about sin. Sin, Lewis said, is like a man who drinks
alcohol to keep himself warm during a winter’s night. The sensation that the man
feels, however, is not warmth that lasts, but warmth leaving his body through the
digestion process, leading him to a colder core temperature and into danger.
Worrying initially feels productive, but it ultimately paralyzes. The wisdom from 1
Peter is to “cast” anxiety away from ourselves, into the hands of a loving God who is
able to deal with the particularities of that anxiety with grace and truth.
Do this- Light a candle and place it in the middle of a table. In solitude or with a group
of friends, write down sources of anxiety in your life on little pieces of paper. Take
turns burning those pieces of paper while saying, “God cares for me.” This is a playful
way of casting of cares to God.

>>>DAY 3___________________________________
In recovery environments, people are encouraged to pray a serenity prayer to help
them in moments of weakness. This prayer is like an anchor against forces trying to
cause the participant to drift from their commitment to sobriety.
Christians throughout the centuries have written prayers for this purpose, too. These
prayers help them to stay centered with Jesus as they go throughout their day.
One of the best prayer writers was St. Patrick (5th century missionary). Today, pray this
prayer as you sense worry beginning to build within you.

ST. PATRICK’S BREASTPLATE PRAYER
Christ, as a light
Illumine and guide me.
Christ, as a shield
Overshadow me.
Christ under me;
Christ over me;

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
Christ beside me
On my left and my right.
his day be within me and without me,
Lowly and meek, yet all-powerful.
Be in the heart of each to whom I speak;
In the mouth of each who speaks unto me.
This day be within and without me,
Lowly and meek, yet all-powerful.
Christ as a light;
Christ as a shield;
Christ beside me
On my left and my right.

>>>DAY 4___________________________________
Anxiety normally forms from strained or broken relationships. Strained relationships
create bitterness within our soul, which shrinks our ability to possess hope.
Unforgiveness, however, hurts us more than the hurt that we think it causes the other
person. It has been said that “to forgive someone is to set a prisoner free, only to
realize that the prisoner was you.”
C.S. Lewis once said of unforgiveness, “Harboring unforgiveness is like drinking
poison and hoping your enemy will die.”
Who do you need to forgive today so that you can be set free?
As you do, feel the sense of relief wash over your soul.

>>>DAY 5___________________________________
“Quit Something Thursday”- this is a practice that Bob Goff has shared with others. If
you have not heard about Bob Goff, please watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDHv2__A274
Bob feels that the reason we have stress and lack creativity is because we have too
many commitments, too much stuff that probably doesn’t really help us.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
So, Bob recommends that, every Thursday, we should quit something until we get our
lives back. Only when we get our life back, we can then go do stuff with meaning and
joy, without anxiety and fear.
So, quit something today and allow its worry to fall away, as well.

>>>DAY 6___________________________________
There are things we do in our bodies that can provoke or prevent worry. For real! A
simple adjustment in our breathing can help pave the way to reduce the presence of
worry.
Within us, we have a fight or flight mechanism that is useful in startling and dangerous
situations. Our primary brain function is delegated to the “reptilian brain” and our
respiratory system draws breath from our chest, instead of our stomach. Blood pumps
through our heart and veins faster than normal to enable higher performing muscle
activity. Basically, we switch into elusive machines.
This mechanism is not meant to be used long-term. But, take notice how often you use
this mechanism while driving, talking, and walking in the supermarket.
Physiologically, we prime our bodies to be stressed and anxious.
So, we need to learn to breathe from our stomach, again. We need to learn how to
wind down the fighter within and how to find the surfer within.
Do this- lie down on your back in a comfortable position. Inter-lace your fingers on
your stomach. For the next 10 minutes, take big breaths from your stomach (paying
attention to the rising and falling of hands) and exhale through your mouth. After
each 5th breath whisper “Relax.”
If you fall asleep, consider it a gift. Pay attention to how your body shifts into a relaxed
position instead of a frantic posture.
Repeat throughout your day as often as you might need. If anyone gives you grief
about it, tell him or her it is church homework and bless him or her.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

>>>DAY 7___________________________________
Today is Saturday, so hopefully we have some time to relax, to switch from work mode
(where anxious feelings abound) to a more playful setting. God sets up our week to
have 6 days of work and 1 day of rest. That day of rest could be different for people
because of work schedules.
Imagine that today can be a day of rest for you. It doesn’t have to be an entire day, but
a part of a day where nothing has to be done at a certain time to meet a certain
standard or requirement.
The day of rest is meant to be delightful. Engage in something that brings you delight,
which brings ease to your soul. Maybe it is a chance to go watch a movie in the theater
or to enjoy dinner with friends that you have not seen in awhile. Whatever brings you
delight, engage in it without reservation.
If you are having trouble finding something to do today, consider the wisdom of Rabbi
Abraham Heschel. He said that if one works with the hands, he should rest with his
mind. If one works with their mind, she should rest with her hands.
Allow your soul to be re-created today.

>>>DAY 8___________________________________
Today is Sunday and we hope that have a chance to join GracePoint for a worship
experience this morning.
As we walk out of worry, it is important to think about God being with us as we take
our journey to freedom. In that regard, meditate on this verse today:
“For we do not have a high priest (Jesus) who is unable to empathize with our
weaknesses, but we have one who has been tempted in every way, just as we are – yet
he did not sin.” –Hebrews 4:15
It is interesting to note that the NIV translation of the Bible updated this verse from
“sympathize” to “empathize” when the new version was released in 2011. Empathy
expresses the idea of having a shared experience with another not just pity on
another.
Jesus has been where you are at this moment and He is able to lead you to a place of
ultimate freedom.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

>>>DAY 9___________________________________
For today, read Isaiah 41:10 two times through, slowly. Underline all of the verbs in this
verse. This is a promise from God to God’s people. God supports us in our lives in these
ways.
Think about these promises again:
“I am with you.”
“I am your God.”
“I will strengthen you.”
“I will help you.”
“I will uphold you.”
Pick one of these promises that you need most today. Allow it to be the foundation for
your prayer time, today.

>>>DAY 10___________________________________
Hearing the stories of others can help us to begin to look at our struggle and see
potential for freedom. Today, watch this inspiring video of a group of people who
make music from a garbage dump in Paraguay. They call themselves the “Landfill
Harmonic.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJ19EQbqCEk
“The world sends us garbage; we send back music.”
That is a powerful idea; that among the brokenness, life can spring up.
In the areas of life where we think hope is gone, hope can actually appear. Romans
4:18 says, “Against all hope, Abraham in hope believed.” Hope did not exist in
Abraham’s life, but somehow because of his reliance upon God, hope appeared for
Abraham.
Our stories, too, are far from being completed and far from being hopeless. We pray
that God would give you courage to hope again, today.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

>>>DAY 11___________________________________
Prayer is a vital part to our recovery from worry. True prayer allows us to give God the
things that only God can do something about. Worry appears when what we want to
happen does not match our current reality. Worry, then, is a narrow and crippling form
of creativity. It takes us captive and prevents us to know that there can be another way
forward.
Martin Luther seemed to get this idea when he said of prayer and worry:
“Pray, and let God worry.”
That command has massive potential to move us out of fear and into freedom.
Remember the “big worry” that we named on the first day of this journey? Imagine
God being the one who has to worry about that issue, and not you. Allow the freedom
of that thought shape your heart and mind today.

>>>DAY 12___________________________________
Communion Service Day- Today’s action is to join together with other people from
GracePoint for a time of communion and reflection. If you would like to participate in
this time of worship, community, and prayer please join us at GracePoint Church at
6:30.

>>>DAY 13___________________________________
Psalm 23 is a famous psalm, a song written in one of David’s most challenging
moments. Its imagery is rich; even we, as people removed from David’s context, we
can understand his song.
A helpful exercise in reading the Bible and prayer is to “re-write” a famous passage for
our own prayers. Don’t worry; we are not re-writing the Bible, we are simply
internalizing its message for our experience.
So, for today, re-write Psalm 23 for your own experience. Make it your prayer. Share it
on Facebook after you finish it. Tag it with the hashtag #ictworryfree.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

>>>DAY 14___________________________________
On the last day of our worry-free journey, our prayer is that all of us have been able to
make a move out of the burden of worry that can prevent us from seeing a new future.
In all honesty, worry does not go away, as much as we have the opportunities to not
let it cloud our vision for the future.
The Old Testament book of Lamentations shares this reality, and more. Its message is
depressing, to be honest. It speaks of destruction and darkness that has all but
crushed God’s people. Instead of easy answers, Lamentations has a “pivot of hope” in
the middle of its contents:
“Because of the LORD’s great love we are not consumed, for his compassions never
fail. They are new every morning; great is your faithfulness.” (Lamentations 3:22-23)
At the end of the day, walking out of worry is centered upon the hope that God is with
us and if God is with us, what can be against us. (See Romans 8:31) It is a re-framing of
our perspectives, from crippling worry to godly concern.
Charles Spurgeon, one of British Christianity’s finest preachers and one who struggled
with chronic depression, once said, “I kiss the waves that slam me against the Rock of
Ages.” Our circumstances may not change much, but we can be changed within the
midst of their challenges, because we discover more of God within these profound
moments.
May we leave from this 14-day challenge with the resolve of the Apostle Paul:
“I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in
need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in
any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in
want. I can do all this through him who gives me strength.” (Philippians 4:11-13)

	
  
	
  
	
  

